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Abstract
In a network of agents, a widespread problem is the need to estimate a common underlying function starting
from locally distributed measurements. Real-world scenarios may not allow the presence of centralized fusion centers,
requiring the development of distributed, message-passing implementations of the standard machine learning training
algorithms. In this paper, we are concerned with the distributed training of a particular class of recurrent neural
networks, namely echo state networks (ESNs). In the centralized case, ESNs have received considerable attention,
due to the fact that they can be trained with standard linear regression routines. Based on this observation, in our
previous work we have introduced a decentralized algorithm, framed in the distributed optimization field, in order to
train an ESN. In this paper, we focus on an additional sparsity property of the output layer of ESNs, allowing for
very efficient implementations of the resulting networks. In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, we test it on
two well-known prediction benchmarks, namely the Mackey-Glass chaotic time series and the 10th order nonlinear
auto regressive moving average (NARMA) system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Supervised learning is the task of inferring a function starting from a finite set of labeled examples. Among many
open research problems today, one of the most crucial is how to efficiently perform supervised inference when the
Corresponding Author: Simone Scardapane (Email: simone.scardapane@uniroma1.it).
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data of the problem is not available on a centralized location, being distributed among a network of interconnected
agents [1], [2]. Examples include peer-to-peer (P2P) networks [3], sensors [4], robotic swarms, and many others.
This is more difficult than simply parallelizing the training computation over a cluster of processors (e.g. [5]), since
many real-world unstructured networks do not possess any kind of centralized authority for collecting data, nor for
coordinating the overall process [6]. Additionally, the data exchange might be limited due to bandwidth constraints
or due to stringent privacy concerns over sensible portions of the data (e.g. medical records). As such, the agents
in the network need to agree on a single model (such as a specific support vector machine) by only exchanging
local messages among them, possibly with low knowledge of the structure of the network far from their spatial
neighborhood [3].
In the specific context of distributed learning for artificial neural networks, large amount of work has been made
in proposing decentralized algorithms for feedforward models. Among them, we can cite distributed protocols for
support vector machines [7], functional-link networks [8], linear neurons [9], adaptive resonance theory (ART)
networks [10], and many others. However, as we argued in [11], what is needed in many contexts is a distributed
training algorithm for recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Thanks to the presence of recurrent connections, RNNs are
able to efficiently capture the dynamics in the underlying process to be learned. Tasks that would benefit from such
algorithms abound, including distributed multimedia classification [12], event detection with array of microphones
[13], classification of texts in cluster environments [14] and prediction of highly nonlinear time-series in wireless
sensor networks [4]. Still, it is known that training an RNN model is a challenging task even in a centralized
context, which is far from being fully solved [15]–[18]. As such, there is a lack of available distributed protocols
for RNN models satisfying all the requirements discussed above.
In [11], a first step towards this aim was made for a simple class of RNNs, known as echo state networks
(ESNs), belonging to the wider family of reservoir computing methods [19]. In an ESN, the recurrent portion of
the network (called reservoir) is fixed in advance, generally by extracting its parameters from a known probability
distribution [19], [20]. Then, a feedforward output layer, called readout, is trained on top of the reservoir, using
standard techniques from linear approximation theory, most notably ridge regression. Despite this simplification,
ESNs have obtained remarkable results in many fields, including medical image segmentation [21], load prediction
[22], language generation [23], and several others. Based on the strict separation between reservoir and readout, in
[11] we proposed a distributed algorithm for training ESNs, by using the well-known optimization routine known as
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [24]. The algorithm is able to perform as good as a centralized
counterpart, and the only communication requested to the agents in the network is the computation of distributed
averages. This is achieved by the use of decentralized average consensus (DAC) [25], [26], an efficient network
protocol designed to this end. Additionally, the algorithm does not require the exchange of data points among the
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agents, thus preserving privacy.
At the same time, standard ridge regression may not be the most suitable training algorithm for ESNs, as
demonstrated by works exploring readouts trained via support vector based algorithms [27], elastic net penalties
[22], and others. Specifically, in this paper we are concerned with training a sparse readout, i.e. a readout where the
majority of the connections are set to zero. In the centralized case, this has been explored in depth in [28], where
it is shown that a sparse readout can improve performance in specific scenarios. Moreover, having only a small
number of connections can lead to extremely efficient implementations [29], [30], particularly on low-cost devices,
and it has additional theoretical interests [31]. Thus, having the possibility of training sparse readouts for an ESN
in a decentralized case can be a valuable tool. Since the readout is linear, sparsity can be enforced by including an
additional L1 regularization term to be minimized, resulting in the so-called LASSO algorithm [32], which can be
solved efficiently in a wide variety of ways [33]. The LASSO estimator has also been investigated extensively in
the distributed setting (albeit only for linear models), and a short review in this sense is provided in the following
section.
Based on the above discussion, the aim of this paper is to extend the distributed ESN protocol presented in [11]
with the inclusion of a decentralized LASSO training algorithm [34]. As we show in the subsequent sections, this
allows us to obtain very sparse networks. Apart from achieving a higher accuracy in specific settings (as discussed
in Section II), sparseness in the readout strongly reduces the number of parameters required for describing the
ESN, allowing to reduce the in-network bandwidth required during the training phase, and the computational cost
of performing a prediction. In order to test the validity of the proposal, we investigate two distributed (noisy)
prediction problems, involving the Mackey-Glass chaotic time-series and a 10th order nonlinear auto regressive
moving average (NARMA) system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly investigate some works which are related
to the topic of this paper, namely sparse linear models in distributed scenarios and in reservoir computing methods.
Then, Section III introduces the basic ESN architecture which is used subsequently. In Section IV we present our
distributed sparse algorithm, and we test it in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper, by providing a discussion
on the current limitations and future directions of the present work.
Notation: In the rest of the paper, vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters, e.g. a, while matrices are
denoted by boldface uppercase letters, e.g. A. All vectors are assumed column vectors. The operator ∥·∥p is the
standard Lp norm on an Euclidean space. Finally, the notation a[n] is used to denote dependence with respect to a
time-instant, both for time-varying signals (in which case n refers to a time-instant) and for elements in an iterative
procedure (in which case n is the iteration’s index).
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II. R ELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce some related works to the algorithm presented in this paper. Particularly, Section
II-A describes works dealing with LASSO problems over a network of agents. Then, Section II-B provides an
overview of ESN works dealing with sparse readouts.

A. Distributed LASSO over networks
Distributed training of a sparse linear method (i.e. LASSO) has been investigated extensively in the literature
recently. Particularly, Mateos et al. [34] reformulate the problem of LASSO in a separable form, and then solve it
by enforcing consensus constraints with the use of the ADMM procedure. They present three different versions,
which differ in the amount of computational resources required by the single agent. Particularly, in the simplest
case, it is shown that the local update step can be computed by an elementary thresholding operation. Mota et al.
[35] solve in a similar way a closely related problem, denoted as basis pursuit. In [34, Section V], the authors
discuss also a distributed cross-validation procedure for selecting an optimal regularization factor in a decentralized
fashion.
An alternative formulation is presented in Chen and Sayed [36], where the L1 norm is approximated with the
twice-differentiable regularization term given by
∥β∥1 ≈

d √
∑

βi2 + ε2 ,

(1)

i=1

where d is the dimensionality of the vector β, and ε is a sufficiently small number. The resulting problem is then
solved with the use of diffusion adaptation (DA), a distributed optimization framework where local update steps
are interleaved with averaging steps.
A third approach, based on the method of iterative thresholding, is instead presented by Ravazzi et al. [37], for
both the LASSO problem and the optimally sparse ridge regression problem with an L0 regularization term. Results
are similar to [34], but the algorithm requires significantly less computations at every agent.
Much work has been done also in the case of online distributed LASSO problems, where data is arriving
sequentially at each agent. Liu et al. [38] extend a distributed version of the standard least mean-square (LMS)
filter, with the inclusion of L0 and L1 penalties, showing significant improvements with respect to the classical
formulation when the underlying vector is sparse. A similar formulation is derived by Di Lorenzo and Sayed [9],
with two important differences. Firstly, they consider two different stages of information exchange, allowing for a
faster rate of convergence. Secondly, they consider an adaptive procedure for selecting an optimal regularization
coefficient.
In the case of second order online algorithms, Liu et al. [39] present an algorithm framed on the principle of
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maximum likelihood, with the use of expectation maximization and thresholding operators. An alternative, more
demanding formulation, is presented by Barbarossa et al. [26, Section IV-A4], where the optimization problem is
solved with the use of the ADMM procedure.
B. Sparse readouts for ESNs
In the ESN field, Dutoit et al. [28] were among the first to consider sparse readouts. They investigate different
greedy methods to this end, including backward selection (where connections are removed one at a time based on an
iterative procedure), random deletion, and others. Similar experiments are conducted by Kobialka and Kayani [40].
In both cases, improvements are found, in terms of both generalization accuracy and computational requirements.
The use of the LASSO algorithm, where sparsity is obtained by including an additional L1 regularization term,
is derived by Ceperic and Baric [41]. It is also possible to combine ridge regression with the LASSO algorithm,
obtaining the so-called elastic net penalty [42]. This has been investigated independently by Ceperic and Baric [41],
and Bianchi et al. [22].
Finally, a few additional works are worth being mentioned here. First, Butcher et al. [43] consider sparse readouts
for a particular ESN architecture, where static projections are added to the reservoir. Second, Scardapane et al.
[30] investigate the more general problem of pruning the internal connections of the reservoir, by computing the
correlation among different states. Sparse readouts in the context of unreliable nanoscale networks are instead
investigated in [44], [45].
III. E CHO S TATE N ETWORKS
In this section, we introduce the basic elements of the ESN framework. First, we detail the ESN architecture in
Section III-A. Then, we show how to train ESNs in Section III-B, both with the ridge regression algorithm, and
with the LASSO strategy.
A. Structure of an ESN
As we stated in Section I, ESN processing is subdivided into a fixed reservoir, followed by an adaptable readout.
This is shown schematically in Fig. 1. More formally, let us denote as x[n] the Ni -dimensional input of the ESN
at time n. After going through the Nr -dimensional reservoir, the internal state h[n − 1] ∈ RNr of the reservoir is
updated according to the state equation:
h[n] = fres (Wir x[n] + Wrr h[n − 1] + wor y[n − 1]) ,

(2)

where Wir ∈ RNr ×Ni , Wrr ∈ RNr ×Nr and wor ∈ RNr are randomly generated matrices, fres (·) is a suitably defined
nonlinear function to be applied element-wise, and y[n − 1] is the (scalar) previous output of the network. The
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of an ESN with a single output neuron. Random connections are shown with dashed lines, while trainable
connections are shown with solid lines.

extension to a vector output is straightforward. Generally, the input is also supplemented by a unitary constant term,
in order to provide an adaptable bias to the network. Additionally, during training it is possible to add an additional
noise term in Eq. (2) to improve stability [20]. The new output of the ESN is then computed according to:
(
)
T
T
y[n] = fout (wio ) x[n] + (wro ) h[n] ,

(3)

where wio ∈ RNi , wro ∈ RNr are adapted based on the training data, and fout (·) is an invertible nonlinear function.
An important point in designing an ESN is to achieve the so-called echo state property (ESP), which ensures
the stability of the reservoir’s states [20]. This is commonly achieved by rescaling the internal matrix Wrr so that
its largest eigenvalue (in absolute terms) is below a certain threshold, which ensures a contractive behavior in the
presence of zero input. In our experiments we follow this heuristic, as more advanced strategies tend to be either
more complex [46], or too restrictive from a practical point of view [47].

B. Training the ESN
Training of an ESN is divided in three parts, due to the strict division between reservoir and readout. First, the
fixed weights (shown with dashed lines in Fig. 1) are stochastically assigned at the beginning of the learning process.
More details on this are provided in the experimental section. Next, suppose we are provided with a sequence of
Q desired input-output pairs:
(x[1], d[1]), . . . , (x[Q], d[Q]) .
In the ‘warming’ phase, this sequence is fed to the reservoir, giving a second sequence of internal states h[1], . . . , h[Q].
During this phase, since the output of the ESN is not available for feedback, the desired output is used instead in
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Eq. (2). Next, let us define the hidden matrix H and output vector d as:


T
T
x
[1]
h
[1]




..

 ,
H =
.



xT [Q] hT [Q]


−1
 fout (d[1]) 


..
.
d =
.




−1
fout
(d[Q])

(4)

(5)

In the original implementation of ESNs, the optimal output weight vector is given by solving a ridge regression
least-square problem as:
w∗ = arg min
w∈RNi +Nr

λ
1
2
2
∥Hw − d∥2 + ∥w∥2 ,
2
2

(6)

T

where w = [wio wro ] and λ ∈ R+ is a positive scalar known as regularization factor. The solution of the problem
in Eq. (6) can be written in closed form by taking the gradient and setting it to zero, obtaining:
(
)−1 T
w∗ = HT H + λI
H d.

(7)

Practically, we can also remove the initial elements (denoted as ‘wash-out’ elements) from the sequence when solving
the least-square problem, due to their transient state. However, we are interested in training a sparse readout, where
most of the elements in w∗ are set to zero. As shown in [28], this can lead to better regularization and, more
importantly, it is more efficient to be implemented in low-cost hardware. To this end, we consider the standard
LASSO problem originally introduced in [32]:
w∗ = arg min
w∈RNi +Nr

1
2
∥Hw − d∥2 + λ ∥w∥1 ,
2

(8)

where the L1 norm ∥w∥1 acts as a proxy of the L0 norm, allowing for sparse results. The solution to problem (8)
cannot be obtained in closed form anymore, however, many efficient methods are available to solve it [33].
IV. D ISTRIBUTED SPARSE ESN S
This section, which is the main innovative part of the present paper, introduces the sparse distributed algorithm for
ESNs. In Section IV-A, following the ideas in [11], we detail our network’s model and we formulate the distributed
ESN training problem. Section IV-B details an ADMM-based algorithm for solving it, derived from the work in
[34]. As is shown next, the communication among agents is restricted to a distributed computation of averages.
How to achieve this with the DAC protocol is the topic of Section IV-C.
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A. Formulation of the problem
For the rest of the paper, we suppose that the data of the problem, corresponding to the state matrix H and
output vector y, are not available on a centralized location. Instead, they are distributed row-wise over a network
of L interconnected agents, each of which observes only a specific part of the available training samples. As an
example, in a wireless sensor network (WSN), different sensors can make different observations of the underlying
process that is common to all the sensors. For the purpose of this paper, we assume that the connectivity is known
a-priori and is fixed. Given this, we can fully describe the connectivity between the agents in the form of an L × L
connectivity matrix C, where Cij ̸= 0 if and only if agents i and j are connected or i = j. We assume that the
network is connected (i.e., every agent can be reached from any other agent with a finite number of steps), and
undirected (i.e., C is symmetric).
For the purpose of applying the resulting algorithm to the widest possible class of problems, we also make
two additional assumptions. First, agents can only communicate among their spatial neighbors, which ensures that
the algorithm is applicable also in the case of largely unstructured networks, where no multi-hop communication
protocols are available. Second, we are interested in training algorithms which do not require the exchange of
training samples among the agents, an aspect that is crucial in big data and sensible applications [11].
Let us assume that all agents in the network have agreed on the choice of the fixed matrices Wir , Wrr and wor .
This can be achieved in a variety of network-dependent modes, and we do not concern ourselves with this aspect
here. In the simplest of cases, this choice can actually be pre-implemented on the agents, for example, by agreeing
on a specific seed for the pseudo-random number generator. We denote with Hk and dk the hidden matrices and
output vectors, computed at the kth agent according to Eqs. (4)-(5) with its local dataset of observations. In this
case, extending Eq. (8), the global optimization problem for an ESN with a sparse readout can be stated as:
( L
)
1 ∑
2
∗
w = arg min
∥Hk w − dk ∥2 + λ ∥w∥1 .
w∈RNi +Nr 2

(9)

k=1

B. Solving the distributed optimization problem
The problem in Eq. (9) is a standard distributed LASSO problem, which can be solved with any technique among
those described in Section II-A. Particularly, we choose the ADMM algorithm described in [24], [34] for a number
of reasons. First, the ADMM is probably the widest employed algorithm for convex distributed optimization, due
to its conceptual simplicity and efficiency [24]. Second, the original distributed ESN presented in [11] is also based
on the ADMM algorithm, which ensures a fair comparison of the two implementations.
The ADMM algorithm can be derived in three successive steps. First, in order to decouple the problem at every
agent, we introduce L local variables wk for each agent, and we force them to be equal at convergence. This results
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in the following constrained optimization problem:
minimize

z,w1 ,...,wL ∈RNi +Nr

1
2

(

L
∑

)
∥Hk wk −

2
dk ∥2

+ λ ∥z∥1

k=1

subject to wk = z, k = 1, . . . , L .

(10)

The ADMM requires the formulation of an augmented Lagrangian, which is composed of the standard Lagrangian
function, supplemented by an additional L2 term, which enforces the convergence:
( L
)
1 ∑
2
Lγ (·) =
∥Hk wk − dk ∥2 + λ ∥z∥1
2
k=1

+

L
∑

tTk (wk − z) +

k=1

L
γ∑
2
∥wk − z∥2 ,
2

(11)

k=1

where the additional term is weighted by a scalar γ ∈ R+ , and tk are the L sets of Lagrange multipliers. Based
on this, the overall optimization problem is solved by using a three-step iterative procedure. At every iteration,
we first optimize separately for wk and z, and then we update the Lagrangian multipliers using a steepest-descent
approach:
wk [n + 1] = arg min L (z[n], w, t[n]) ,

(12)

wk ∈RNi +Nr

z[n + 1] = arg min L (z, w[n + 1], t[n]) ,

(13)

z∈RNi +Nr

tk [n + 1] = tk [n] + γ (wk [n + 1] − z[n + 1]) ,

(14)

where with a slight abuse of notation we used t[n] (and similarly for the other variables) to denote the set of L
variables t1 [n], . . . , tL [n]. This iterative procedure is guaranteed to reach the optimum of problem in Eq. (9) with
linear asymptotic convergence. It is easy to show that, in this case, the updates can be computed in closed form as
(see [24, Section 8.2.1]):
)
(
)−1 ( T
wk [n + 1] = HTk Hk + γI
Hk dk + γ (z[n] − tk [n]) ,
)
(
z[n + 1] =Sλ/N γ ŵ[n + 1] + t̂[n] ,
tk [n + 1] =tk [n] + wk [n + 1] − z[n + 1] ,

(15)
(16)
(17)
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where we have introduced the averages:
1∑
wk [n + 1] ,
L

(18)

1∑
tk [n] .
L

(19)

L

ŵ[n + 1] =

k=1
L

t̂[n] =

k=1

The soft-thresholding operator Sα (·) in Eq. (16) is defined for a generic vector a as:
(
Sα (a) = 1 −

α
∥a∥2

)
a,
+

where (·)+ is defined element-wise as (·)+ = max (0, ·). We can see that the first and third updates can be computed
locally at every agent, while in the second update communication is restricted to an average computation. The next
section shows how this can be implemented in general networks via the use of the DAC protocol. Before that,
however, we make two remarks on Eq. (15). First, the matrix inversion does not depend on the specific iteration,
and it can be cached for subsequent evaluations. More advanced speed-ups can also be obtained by caching the
Cholesky decomposition [34]. Second, suppose that on an agent we have Nk ≪ Ni + Nr , where Nk is the number
of observations available at agent k. Then, we can exploit the matrix inversion lemma to obtain a more convenient
matrix inversion step (see [34, Remark 3]):
[
]
( T
)−1
(
)−1
Hk Hk + γI
= γ −1 I − HTk γI + Hk HTk
Hk .

(20)

C. Distributed computation of the averages
From the previous section, it is possible to see that the only communication required by our training algorithm is
the computation of the two averages (at every iteration) ŵ[n + 1] and t̂[n]. Clearly, the specific implementation of
this step is dependent on the actual details of the communication layer of the network. While we focus on the DAC
protocol, which is typical in WSN networks, we stress that many other possibilities are available and can be used
with our training algorithm, such as the use of random walks for computing approximate sums [48]. DAC is an
interesting choice, however, since it requires communication only between neighbors in the network. Additionally,
its asymptotic behavior has been investigated in-depth, with many variants proposed in the literature [3].
Each agent initializes its estimate of the global average as:


wk [n + 1]
qk [n + 1, 0] = 
,
tk [n]
where we have stacked the two vectors in order to compute both averages in a single step. Additionally, we have
introduced a second time index to denote the internal iteration for computing the average. In a DAC algorithm, this
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value is iteratively refined at every agent as:
qk [n + 1, j + 1] = Ckk qk [n + 1, j] +

∑

Ckl ql [n + 1, j] ,

(21)

l∈Nk

where Ckl denotes the (k, l)-th entry of the connectivity matrix C, and Nk denotes the set of agents to which
agent k is directly connected. Due to the way in which this matrix is constructed, every agent iteratively computes
a weighted average of the values of its neighbors’ estimates. Under suitable choices of the connectivity matrix (see
[49]), the iteration defined by Eq. (21) converges to the global average at every agent, i.e.
1∑
qk [n + 1, 0] .
L
L

lim qk [n + 1, j] =

j→+∞

(22)

k=1

More specifically, for networks which are undirected and connected (as those considered in this paper), the
connectivity matrix must respect:
C · 1 = 1,
)
T
ρ C − 1·1
< 1,
L

(23)

(

(24)

where ρ(·) denotes the spectral radius operator. As an example, in this work we consider the so-called ‘max-degree’
weights given by:

Ckj




1


d+1



= 1 − dk
d+1






0

if k ∈ Nj
if k = j

,

(25)

otherwise

where dk is the degree of agent k, and d is the degree of the network. The overall distributed sparse ESN algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm I.
V. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A. Experimental setup
In order to test the validity of the proposed algorithm, we employ two standard time-series prediction tasks. The
first one is the Mackey-Glass (MG) time-series, defined in continuous time by the differential equation:
ẋ(t) = βx(t) +

αx(t − τ )
.
1 + xθ (t − τ )

(26)

We use the common assignment α = 0.2, β = −0.1, θ = 10, giving rise to a chaotic behavior for τ > 16.8. In
particular, in our experiments we set τ = 30. Time-series in Eq. (26) is integrated with a 4th order Runge-Kutta
method using a time step of T = 0.1, where x[n] = x(nT ), and then sampled every 10 time-instants. The task is
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Algorithm I
L OCAL TRAINING ALGORITHM FOR SPARSE ADMM- BASED ESN AT k TH AGENT

Inputs: size of reservoir Nr (global), regularization factors λ, γ (global), maximum number of iterations T (global)
Output: Optimal output weight vector w∗
1:

Assign matrices Wir , Wrr and wor . These must be the same across all agents.

2:

Gather the local hidden matrix Hk and teacher signal dk from the local observations.

3:

Initialize the Lagrange multipliers tk [0] = 0, and z[0] = 0.

4:

for n from 0 to T do

5:

Compute wk [n + 1] according to Eq. (15).

6:

Compute averages ŵ and t̂ according to the DAC protocol of Section IV-C.

7:

Compute z[n + 1] according to Eq. (16).

8:

Update tk [n + 1] according to Eq. (17).

9:
10:

end for
return z[n]

a noisy 10-step ahead prediction task, i.e.:
d[n] = x[n + 10] + N (0, σ 2 ) ,

(27)

where N (0, σ 2 ) denotes Gaussian noise with mean 0 and variance σ 2 = 0.01.
The second task is the NARMA-10 dataset (denoted by N10), a non-linear system identification task where the
input x[n] to the system is white noise in the interval [0, 0.5], while the output d[n] is computed from the recurrence
equation in [20]:
d[n] = 0.1 + 0.3d[n − 1] + 0.05d[n − 1]

10
∏

d[n − i] + 1.5x[n]x[n − 9] + N (0, σ 2 ) ,

(28)

i=1

where similarly to before we include a noise term. The output is then squashed to the interval [−1, +1] by the
non-linear transformation:
ˆ,
d[n] = tanh(d[n] − d)

(29)

where dˆ is the empirical mean computed from the overall output vector.
We generate one training sequence of 6,000 elements, and one test sequence of 4,000 elements. For the ESN
architecture, we select Nr = 500 in order to have a slightly redundant reservoir, while the other design parameters
are chosen in accordance to the grid-search procedure detailed in [11]. In particular, we make the following choices:
•

The matrix Wir , connecting the input to the reservoir, is initialized as a full matrix, with entries assigned from
the uniform distribution [−αi , αi ]. We select αi = 0.3 for the MG dataset, and αi = 0.5 for the N10 dataset.

•

The matrix wor , connecting the output to the reservoir, is initialized as a zero matrix, as feedback was not
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found to provide improvement in performance in this case.
•

The elements of the internal reservoir matrix Wrr are initialized from the uniform distribution in [−1, +1].
Then, on average 50% of its connections are set to 0, to encourage sparseness. Finally, the matrix is rescaled
to have a desired spectral radius ρ = 0.9 for both problems.

•

We use the nonlinearity tanh(·) in the reservoir, while a scaled identity f (s) = αt s as the output function.
The parameter αt is set to 0.5 for MG and 0.1 for N10.

]
[
Moreover, we insert uniform noise in the state update of the reservoir, sampled uniformly in the interval 0, 10−6 ,
and we discard D = 600 initial elements from the training sequence. After running the trained ESN on the test
samples, we gather the predicted outputs ỹ1 , . . . , ỹK , where K is the number of testing samples after removing
the wash-out elements from the test sequence. From these, we compute the normalized root mean-squared error
√∑

(NRMSE), defined as:
NRMSE =

K
i=1

2

[ỹi − di ]
,
|K|σ̂d

(30)

where σ̂d is an empirical estimate of the variance of the true output samples d1 , . . . , dK . To average out empirical
effects due to stochastic assignments, experiments are repeated 20 times and results are averaged over the runs.
Simulations are performed in MATLAB, by adapting the code from [11].1

B. Comparisons in the centralized case
We begin our experimental evaluation by comparing the standard ESN and the ESN trained using the LASSO
algorithm (denoted as L1-ESN) in the centralized case. This allows us to better investigate their behavior, and to
choose an optimal regularization parameter λ. Particularly, we analyze test error, training time, and sparsity of the
resulting L1-ESN when varying λ in 10−j , with j going from 1 to 6. The LASSO problems are solved using a
freely available implementation of the iterated ridge regression algorithm by Schmidt [50], [51].2 The algorithm
works by approximating the L1 term in (8), and iteratively solving the resulting ridge regression problem. Results
are presented in Fig. 2, where results for MG and N10 are shown in the left and right columns, respectively.
First of all, we can see clearly from Figs. 2a and 2b that the regularization effect of the two algorithms is
similar, a result in line with the previous works [28]. Particularly, for large regularization factors, the estimates tend
to provide an unsatisfactory test error, which, however, is relatively stable for sufficiently small coefficients. The
tendency to select such a small factor is to be expected, due to the artificial nature of the datasets. A minimum in
test error is reached for j around −5 for MG, and j around −4 for N10.
1 https://bitbucket.org/ispamm/distributed-esn
2 http://www.cs.ubc.ca/∼schmidtm/Software/lasso.html
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Figure 2. Evolution of (a-b) test error, (c-d) training time and (e-f) sparsity of the output vector when varying the regularization coefficient
in 10j , j = −1, . . . , −6. Results for the MG dataset are shown on the left column, while results for the N10 dataset are shown in the right
column.
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Table I
T HE RESULTS OF F IG . 2,

Dataset

Mackey-Glass

NARMA 10

Coefficient λ

SHOWN IN TABULAR FORM , TOGETHER WITH ONE STANDARD DEVIATION .

Algorithm

Test error (NRMSE)

Training time [secs]

Sparsity [%]

10−1

ESN
L1-ESN

0.051 ± 0.010
0.082 ± 0.001

3.153 ± 0.019
3.476 ± 0.112

0
0.967 ± 0.01

10−2

ESN
L1-ESN

0.027 ± 0.006
0.046 ± 0.001

3.153 ± 0.048
3.476 ± 0.091

0
0.944 ± 0.06

10−3

ESN
L1-ESN

0.015 ± 0.003
0.017 ± 0.001

3.173 ± 0.032
3.474 ± 0.045

0
0.884 ± 0.01

10−4

ESN
L1-ESN

0.011 ± 0.001
0.012 ± 0.001

3.159 ± 0.031
3.502 ± 0.053

0
0.837 ± 0.04

10−5

ESN
L1-ESN

0.006 ± 0.001
0.006 ± 0.001

3.178 ± 0.043
3.483 ± 0.079

0
0.697 ± 0.09

10−6

ESN
L1-ESN

0.006 ± 0.001
0.006 ± 0.001

3.162 ± 0.011
3.976 ± 0.019

0
0.461 ± 0.03

10−1

ESN
L1-ESN

0.347 ± 0.006
0.382 ± 0.008

3.256 ± 0.071
3.425 ± 0.053

0
0.944 ± 0.01

10−2

ESN
L1-ESN

0.209 ± 0.004
0.221 ± 0.007

3.202 ± 0.042
3.461 ± 0.054

0
0.799 ± 0.04

10−3

ESN
L1-ESN

0.077 ± 0.001
0.071 ± 0.001

3.225 ± 0.034
3.517 ± 0.068

0
0.603 ± 0.03

10−4

ESN
L1-ESN

0.049 ± 0.001
0.046 ± 0.001

3.293 ± 0.015
3.606 ± 0.066

0
0.384 ± 0.02

10−5

ESN
L1-ESN

0.046 ± 0.001
0.046 ± 0.001

3.305 ± 0.062
3.884 ± 0.060

0
0.089 ± 0.01

10−6

ESN
L1-ESN

0.046 ± 0.001
0.046 ± 0.001

3.235 ± 0.048
3.957 ± 0.064

0
0.008 ± 0.01

With respect to the training time, ridge regression is relatively stable to the amount of regularization, as the
matrix to be inverted tends to be already well conditioned. Training time of LASSO is regular for MG, while it
slightly increases for larger values of j in the N10 case, as shown in Fig. 2d. In all cases, however, it is comparable
to that of ridge regression, with a small increase of 0.5 seconds in average.
The most important aspect, however, is evidenced in Figs. 2e and 2f. Clearly, sparsity of the readout goes from
almost 100% to 0% as the regularization factor decreases. At the point of best test accuracy, the resulting readout
has an average sparsity of 70% for MG and 38% for N10. This, combined with the simultaneous possibility of
pruning the resulting reservoir [28], [30], can lead to an extreme saving of computational resources requested at the
single sensor during the prediction phase. In order to provide a simpler comparison of the results, we also display
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them in tabular form in Table I.

C. Comparisons in the distributed case
We now consider the implementation of the distributed L1-ESN over a network of agents. More in details, training
observations are uniformly subdivided among the L agents in a predefined network, with L varying from 5 to 30
by steps of 5. For every run, the connectivity among the agents is generated randomly, such that each pair of agents
has a 25% probability of being connected, with the only global requirement that the overall network is connected.
The following three algorithms are compared:
1) Centralized ESN (C-L1-ESN): this simulates the case where training data is collected on a centralized
location, and the net is trained by directly solving problem in Eq. (9). This is equivalent to the ESN analyzed
in the previous section, and following the results obtained there, we set λ = 10−5 for MG, and λ = 10−4
for N10.
2) Local ESN (L-L1-ESN): in this case, each agent trains an L1-ESN starting from its local measurements, but
no communication is performed. The testing error is averaged throughout the L agents.
3) ADMM-based ESN (ADMM-L1-ESN): this is trained with the algorithm introduced in Section IV. In
accordance with [11] we select γ = 0.01 and a maximum number of 400 iterations. For the DAC protocol,
we set a maximum number of 300 iterations. DAC also stops whenever the updates (in norm) at every agent
are smaller than a predefined threshold δ = 10−8 :
q k [n + 1; j] − q k [n + 1; j − 1]

2
2

< δ, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} .

(31)

Results of this set of experiments are presented in Fig. 3. Similarly to before, results from the two datasets are
presented in the left and right columns, respectively. From Figs. 3a and 3b we see that, although L-L1-ESN achieves
degrading performance for bigger networks (due to the lower number of measurements per agent), ADMM-L1ESN is able to effectively track the performance of the centralized counterpart, except for a small deviation in MG.
Indeed, it is possible to reduce this gap by increasing the number of iterations; however, the performance gain is
not balanced by the increase in computational cost.
With respect to the training time, it is possible to see from Figs. 3c and 3d that the training time is relatively
steady for larger networks in ADMM-L1-ESN, showing its feasibility in the context of large sensor networks.
Moreover, the computational cost requested by the distributed procedure is low and, in the worst case, it requires
no more than 1 second with respect to the cost of a centralized counterpart. Clearly, in a practical situation, this must
be supplemented by an analysis of the communication cost incurred over the channel, however, this aspect goes
outside the current paper and it is well established in the literature [26]. Overall, we can see that our distributed
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protocol allows for an efficient implementation in terms of performance and training time, while at the same
time guaranteeing a good level of sparsity of the resulting readout. This, in turn, is essential for many practical
implementations where computational savings are necessary.
Some additional insights into the convergence behavior of ADMM-L1-ESN can also be obtained by analyzing
the evolution of the so-called (primal) residual, given by [24]:
1∑
wk [n + 1] − z[n + 1]
L
L

r[n + 1] =

k=1

.
2

(32)

As can be seen from Fig. 4 (shown with a logarithmic y-axis), this rapidly converges towards 0, ensuring that the
algorithm is able to reach a stationary solution in a relatively small number of iterations.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a distributed training protocol for ESNs, which is guaranteed to provide a sparse
readout. This leads to efficient implementations in low-cost hardware and considerable computational savings. The
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algorithm is based on a well-known distributed implementation of the LASSO problem, and it is formulated only
in terms of local exchanges of information among neighboring agents. Overall, this represents one of the first
fully distributed algorithms for recurrent neural network architectures. As such, it has a wide range of possible
applications, including prediction over sensor networks, action modeling in a robotic swarm, distributed multimedia
classification, and many others. Additionally, linking sparse modeling with RNNs has further theoretical interests.
Future works can consider the implementation of more efficient distributed LASSO procedures, such as those
presented in Section II-A. More in general, it is possible to consider other distributed training criteria (such as
training via a support vector algorithm) to be implemented in a distributed fashion. Finally, ESNs are known to
perform worse for problems that require a long memory. In this case, it is necessary to devise distributed strategies
for other classes of recurrent networks, such as LSTM architectures.
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